We observe and study new non-linear global space-time symmetries of the full ghost+matter action of RN S superstring theory. We show that these surprising new symmetries are generated by the special worldsheet currents ( physical vertex operators) of RNS superstring theory, violating the equivalence of superconformal ghost pictures. We review the questions of BRST invariance and nontriviality of picture-dependent vertex operators and show their relation to hidden space-time symmetries and hidden space-time dimensions. In particular, we relate the space-time transformations, induced by picture-dependent currents, to the symmetries observed in the 2T physics approach.
Introduction
In RNS superstring theory the physical states are described by BRST-invariant and nontrivial vertex operators, corresponding to various string excitations. Typically, these operators are defined up to transformations by the picture-changing operator Γ = {Q brst , ξ} and its inverse Γ −1 = −4c∂ξe −2φ where ξ = e χ and φ, χ is the pair of the bosonized superconformal ghosts: β = ∂ξe −φ and γ = e φ−χ . Acting with Γ or Γ 
The standard perturbative superstring vertices can thus be represented at any integer (positive or negative) ghost picture. Such a discrete picture changing symmetry is the consequence of the discrete automorphism symmetry in the space of the supermoduli [1] , [2] . Varying the location of picture-changing operator (or, equivalently, varying the super Beltrami basis) inside correlation functions changes them by the full derivative in the supermoduli space. This ensures their picture invariance after the appropriate moduli integration, if the supermoduli space has no boundaries or global singularities. The global singularities, however, do appear in case if a correlation function contains vertex operators V (z n ) such that the supermoduli coordinates diverge faster than (z − z n ) −2 when they approach the insertion points on the worldsheet [2] . If the latter is the case, the moduli integration of the full derivative term would result in the nonzero boundary contribution and the correlation function would be picture-dependent. The first important physical example of how picture-dependent operators emerge in superstring theory is the following. (2) where, for a time being, we have skipped the Liouville part. This action is obviously invariant under two global d-dimensional space time symmetries -Lorenz rotations and translations. It does have, however, yet another surprising and non-trivial space-time symmetry, which, to our knowledge, has not been discussed in the literature so far. That is, one can straightforwardly check that the action (2) is invariant under the following non-linear global transformations, mixing the matter and the ghost sectors of the theory:
The accurate proof of this fact will be given in the section 3 of this paper. Given the transformations (3),it is not difficult to check that their generator is given by
The integrand of (4) is a primary field of dimension 1, i.e. a physical generator. While it is not manifestly BRST-invariant (it doesn't commute with the supercurrent terms of Q brst ) below it will be demonstrated how its BRST invariance can be restored by adding the appropriate b-c ghost dependent terms. The peculiar property of this generator is that it is annihilated by Γ −1 and has no analogues at higher pictures, such as 0, −1 and −2. There is, however, a picture −3 version of this generator, with the manifest BRST invariance. This version can be obtained simply by replacing e φ → e −3φ in (4) . Similarly to the picture +1-version, the picture −3 version is annihilated by Γ, so the operator is picture-dependent. We will return to the operators of the type (4), as well as to the surprising symmetry (3), in the next sections of the paper, and for now will consider the next important example of picture-dependent vertex operators in critical RNS superstring theory,given by the five-form state
with the five-form H subject to the BRST non-triviality condition
or simply dH = 0. That is, if the condition (6) isn't satisfied, there exists an operator
which commutator with Q brst is V 5 , i.e. the five-form (5) is trivial. Indeed, if the Hform is closed, the S 5 operator (7) is the primary field and its commutator with γψ∂X term of the BRST charge gives V 5 . If, however, the condition (6) is satisfied, S 5 doesn't commute with the stress tensor cT term of Q brst and therefore V 5 cannot be represented as a commutator of Q with S 5 or any other operator, as we will show by explicit computation of its correlators. The non-triviality condition (6) has a natural physical interpretation.
It simply implies that all the nonzero scattering amplitudes involving the V 5 -operator (5) must be the functions of dH rather than H itself; accordingly, they vanish for the closed H-forms when the V 5 -operator becomes trivial. This V 5 operator is annihilated by the picture-changing transformation and the supermoduli approaching U (z) diverge as (z − w) −4 which can be read off the OPE of U with the worldsheet supercurrent:
As it will be shown below, the correlation functions involving the operators of the V 5 -type are picture-dependent and in fact this is one of the direct consequences of (8) . The V 5 -operator of (5) is an example of the ghost-matter mixing operator as its dependence on the superconformal ghost degrees of freedom can't be removed by the picture-changing and therefore isn't just an artifact of the gauge. This operator exists at all the negative pictures below −3, but has no version at pictures −2, −1 or zero. At the first glance the existence of such a physical operator seems to contradict our standard understanding of the picture-changing, implying that all the vertices must exist at all equivalent pictures.
So the first suspicion is that the V 5 -state is BRST-trivial, as the relation (1) seems to imply that all the BRST-invariant operators annihilated by picture-changing can be written as [Q brst , S] for some S. Indeed, if V 5 is annihilated by Γ, using (1) and the invariance of V 5 , we have
and hence V 5 is the BRST commutator:
This commutator can be written as
where we used {Q brst , ξ} = Γ and [Q brst , Γ −1 ] = 0. But since V 5 is annihilated by Γ at coincident points,
and the commutator (10) is given by
Thus V 5 is indeed the BRST commutator, but with an operator outside the small Hilbert space and therefore (1) does not by itself imply its triviality. This point is actually quite a (5) is actually BRST non-trivial and invariant, i.e. it is a physical state. In fact, the V 5 -operator is not related to any point-like perturbative string excitation but to the D-brane dynamics [3] , and its non-perturbative characted is somehow encripted in its non-trivial picture dependence. While the questions of its non-triviality have been discussed previously (see, e.g. [3] ), below we shall review the standard arguments leading to the standard concept of picture equivalence of physical states (which indeed is true for the usual perturbative point-like string excitations like a graviton or a photon) and show where precisely these arguments fail for the case of V 5 . So let us further analyze the question of the nontriviality of picture-dependent operators. The next standard argument for the picture-equivalence stems from the fact that one is able to freely move the picture-changing operators inside the correlators. Indeed, since the derivatives of Γ are all BRST-trivial:
Next, using the identity 1 =: ΓΓ −1 :, following directly from (1), one can write for any correlator including V 5 and some other physical operators
for any poinnt w. Using (14) one can move Γ from w to z but, since : ΓU 5 : (z) = 0 this may seem to imply that the correlator (15) is zero, bringing about the suspicion for the BRST triviality of V 5 However, a more careful look at the problem shows that this argument only implies the vanishing of some (but not all) of the correlation functions of V 5 but, strictly speaking, says nothing about its BRST triviality. That this argument does not imply the vanishing of all the correlators of V 5 , can be shown from the following. The non-singlular OPE of Γ with U 5 is given by
(here we imply the antisymmetrization of over the space-time indices and ignore the c∂ξ term of Γ which is irrelevant for integrated vertices). This operator product vanishes for z = w. Imagine, however, that the correlation function involving U 5 also contains another integrated physical operator, du 2iπ W 5 (u) such that the OPE of Γ and W 5 is singular and the singularity order is greater, or equal to (z − u) −2 . Suppose such a singularity cannot be removed by the picture-changing so it is not the artifact of a picture choice (e.g. as this would be the case for a photon at picture +1). Then integral over u particularly includes the vicinity of z, the location of
the location of Γ from z to w can no longer annihilate the correlation function and hence corresponding amplitude will be nonzero. Thus, the important conclusion we draw is that 
vertices (e.g. a photon) must certainly vanish. However, this does not imply the triviality of V 5 . Consider an operator
which is similar to the five-form (5) with e −3φ replaced by the operator e φ of the identical conformal dimension − 3 2 . Again, although this operator isn't manifestly BRST-invariant, below we shall demonstrate how its invariance can be restored by adding the b − c ghost dependent terms. Its OPE with Γ is given by
i.e. is precisely what we are looking for. So our goal now is to derive the correction terms restoring the BRST-invariance of W 5 and to demonstrate the nonzero correlator involving the V 5 and W 5 operators. This would be a sufficient proof of the non-triviality of both V 5
and W 5 . We start with the BRST invariance restoration. The strategy is the following.
Consider the BRST charge given by
Introduce an operator
, satisfying {Q brst , L} = 1 Consider a non-invariant operator V satisfying {Q brst , V } = W for some W . Then, as W is BRST-exact, clearly the transformation V →V inv = V − LW restores BRST-invariance, provided that V inv is not exact (the latter has of course to be checked separately). Applying this scheme for W 5 of (17), we have
where
and
The next step is to cast this commutator as
where w is some worldsheet point; the expression (24) can obviously be brought to the form (21) by partial integration. The contour integral is taken around w; as the choice of w is arbitrary, any dependence on it in shall disappear in the end in correlation functions.
The next step is to insert the L-operator (20) inside the integral (24). Evaluating the OPE of L with the integrand of (24) we obtain
This concludes the construction of the BRST-invariant 5-form state at picture +1. However one still has to check if W 5 -operator is non-trivial. This is the legitimate concern since the BRST-invariant integrand of (25) is BRST-invariant and has conformal dimension 3 and it is well-known that invariant operators of conformal dimension other than 0 can always be expressed as BRST commutators. Indeed, the commutator of any operator of dimension h with the zero mode of T satisfies
Acting on (25) with b 0 gives
accordingly W 5inv can be represented as commutator
i.e. it is the BRST commutator with the operator outside the small Hilbert space. For this reason, the operator W 5inv is BRST nontrivial. The commutator (29) also ensures that the W 5inv operator is in the small Hilbert space despite its manifest dependence on ξ since {Q brst , ξ} is just the picture-changing operator. An example of non-zero correlation function is a 3-point correlator of 2 five-form states and one photon. As it is clear from the above, one five-form should be taken at a picture +1 and another at a picture -3, as any 3-point correlator containing the same-picture five-forms would vanish due to (14).
Technically, this means that a photon state appears in the operator product of two fiveforms of positive and negative pictures, but not in the OPE of the same picture five-forms.
The non-zero correlator involves one unintegrated picture +1 photon:
one unintegrated picture −3 five-form:
and one integrated five-form W 5inv (p) of (25) at picture +1. Such a combination of pictures ensures the correct ghost number balance of the correlator necessary to cancel the background ghost charges -that is, the φ ghost number −2, χ ghostnumber +1 and b − c ghost number −3, due to the contribution of the correction term ∼ cξR
Such a three-point function is in some way unusual as the usual perturbative three-point correlators in string theory normally involve the unintegrated vertices only. Evaluating the correlator and evaluating the contour integral around the insertion point z 2 of W 5inv
we find the result to given by The result of the computation is given by
After the Fourier transform, this correlator leads to the low-energy effective action term given by
Remarkably, this term, originating from the worldsheet correlator of two five-forms with a photon on a sphere has the structure identical to the one obtained from the disc amplitude of a photon with two Ramond-Ramond operators of the 6-form field strengths dH. 3)The operators existing at all pictures, including picture zero, at which they decouple from superconformal ghosts, are by definition the elements of the zero ghost cohomology where ple, one particular observation made by Bars is that the full symmetry group of a particle in the AdS d space is given by SO(d, 2) which is larger than the naive SO(d − 1, 2) isometry group of the AdS d space [6] . It has been shown by Bars that the generators of these extra symmetries originate from hidden dimensions, one of which is time-like [6] , [7] . In this section, we shall discuss the string-theoretic analogue of these new symmetries. Namely, we will show that the off-shell transformations in the 2T theories observed by Bars et.al [6] , [7] , [8] , leading to non-linear symmetry transformations with their origin in hidden space-time dimensions, are produced by generators isomorphic to the picture-dependent currents of higher ghost cohomologies. Moreover, we shall argue that the off-shell symmetries and extra dimensions, observed by Bars [6] , [7] , [8] may not be complete as they are isomorphic to operators of the lowest nonzero ghost cohomologies; thus "switching 
where l(d) are the normalization constants for the Liouville-dependent operators, needed to compensate for the finite renormalization of the structure constants due to the Liouville dressing [9] (see the discussion below). The stress-energy tensor and the supercurrent for the super Liouville system are given by
and the value of the background charge in d dimensions is given by
is chosen so that the total central charge of the system is zero:
and thus the conformal dimension of e Qϕ is zero. Next, η mn is the Minkowski metric, while
The dressing with the dimension zero e Qϕ operator is necessary in order to ensure that the Liouville dependent currents are the primary fields, due to the second derivative term in the Liouville stress tensor. Evaluating the commutators of the Liouville-dependent generators, one has to compute their OPE's without the dressing first, and then to dress the obtained operator on the right-hand side, following the procedure similar to [9] . As a result of the dressing, the structure constants are renormalized by the factor of
[9] where k(d) is the central charge of SL(2, R) current algebra in super Liouville theory given by [9] :
Accordingly, the normalization constants l(d) of (34) are to be chosen as without the operators from nonzero ghost cohomologies, it contains 3 SU (2) space-time generators, well-known to generate the set of SU (2) multiplet discrete states [10] , [11] , [12] :
where the left index refers to the ghost number and the right to the integer momentum in the X-direction. It has been shown [13] that the currents from H 1 ∼ H −3 extend the SU (2) current algebra to SU (3). Five extra generators from H 1 ∼ H −3 are given by [13] :
It is straightforward to check that these operators are the BRST-invariant and non-trivial primary fields of dimension one, annihilated by Γ and are thus the elements of H −3 . Of course, the H 1 -version of these operators can be constructed as well by replacing e −3φ with e φ and adding the b − c ghost terms by using the L-operator prescription (20).
The SU (3) algebra is then generated by combining (41) 
where by definition α = 1, η αα = 1. 
are not the elements of H −3 for n = m since they are BRST-exact (except for n = m).
That is, it is straightforward to check that
with
On the other hand,the generator L +α ≡ T rρ 
are the BRST-invariant and non-trivial primary fields of dimension 1, annihilated by Γ,
i.e. are the elements of H −3 ∼ H 1 The final generator of the T −3,0 -type, the element of H −3 ∼ H 1 can be constructed using just the superconformal ghosts, ϕ and λ. It is given by
The final step is to check that d + 1 generators L +α , L −α and L mα of H −3 , along with 
As before, the commutators of the operators (46), (47) must first be computed in the 2T-physics and α-symmetry 
and similarly for the anti-holomorphic fields.
The next step is to show that the RNS worldsheet action:
is invariant under the transformations (49). Integrating by parts, we have:
Next, the transformation of the holomorphic ψ m∂ ψ m -term of the worldsheet action (50) under (49) is given by:
Adding these contributions together, we get
Finally, using the OPE relation lim z→w : β : (z) : e 2φ−χ : (w) ≡ lim z→w : e χ−φ ∂χ : (z) : e 2φ−χ (w) := − : e φ : (z) (54) and the fact that δβ = 0 we find the transformation of the β − γ term of S RNS to be given by
i.e. of the c = 1 case -precisely as we have shown it for the n = 1 case. Unfortunately, for n ≥ 2 the expressions for the Cartan generators become quite cumbersome and we leave the n ≥ 2 case for the future work. Nevertheless, it seems reasonable to believe that the α-symmetry transformations, derived in this paper, are not at all the end of the story. Given the correspondence between the H 1 ∼ H −3 α-symmetry generators, and the additional symmetries of 2T -physics in the case of a particle, the interesting question is whether the list of new symmetries (and, accordingly, the number of the hidden dimensions) observed by Bars, is complete. Superstring theory seems to predict that this list is incomplete, and new hidden symmetries, as well as new space-time dimensions, are yet to be observed.
